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Meeting: Sunday 13 February 2022
PRESIDENT’S REPORT
Hopefully you celebrated Christmas and the start of the New Year well. Perhaps those
occasions were similar to other years.
As dowsers we need to remember that we can change energy. It’s such a good time to
question what we hear. We have the tools to use – pendulums, rods or bobbers. By carefully
listening, our inner knowingness can alert us to being more aware of when something isn’t right.
I’ve learned from various Astrology reports that there has been a drop in the magnetic field
protecting the earth from solar radiation, and that it’s possibly causing problems for satellites. It
is believed that this could mean the north and south axis are changing positions.
This is something which Gregg Braden – best-selling author, scientist, international educator
and renowned pioneer in the emerging paradigm – has been talking about for many years. It is
something that happens naturally at intervals of thousands of years. Added to that, the
Schumann resonance, or earth’s frequency is rising so we need to match our bodies with it. We
can raise our frequency by being happy and helping others. In other words, delighting in the old
way of doing things. This is all leading us to 5D reality.
I truly believe that this turbulence is happening for a reason. It’s important to aim for more
happiness, interaction with friends, taking time out and of course dowsing to scramble the
energy, whatever is needed.
We are so pleased to announce that our guest Zoom speaker is Alan Handelsman from
Phoenix, Arizona. He will present on Focus, Intention and Intuition. Please join us for this special
event on 13 February.
Lyn Wood, President

NEXT MEETING - VIA ZOOM
1.45 pm AEDT (Melb, Syd, Canberra) Sunday 13 February 2022
Link: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/4267016299?pwd=OHBsbVovVkt1WjRCYzhrR0MwRHF
Qdz09
Meeting ID: 426 701 6299 Passcode:
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OUR NEXT MEETING
We are delighted that Alan Handelsman from the US will present at our DSV meeting on
Sunday 13 February. Alan has taught at the Ozark Research Institute (ORI), throughout the US,
Canada, England, Norway and Switzerland.
In his presentation to the DSV Alan will share useful insights and practical tips. He aims to
help us to achieve a more focused state of mind when dowsing, eliminate unwanted emotional
energy, and to amplify intention for better and more consistent results.
Contact details for Alan Handelsman:
Email: alanhand@aol.com
Web: https://mbshypnotherapy.com/
Web: https://resonancetuner.com/

WEEKLY ONLINE DOWSING
Each Friday (12 noon AEDT time) Heather Wilks and fellow dowser, Frances Peterson, hold
a short dowsing session to address the energies associated with the pandemic.
You’re invited to join in at 12 noon AEDT. Just go directly to Zoom with these details:
Join Zoom Meeting: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82228820878…
Meeting ID: 822 2882 0878 Passcode: 324825
Alternatively, you can later watch and dowse along to the replay on Facebook.
Go to Heather Wilks’ Fb page, “Dowsing for Australia and Beyond” (Frances Peterson’s Fb
group) and/or “How to dowse with rods and pendulums” (DSV Committee Member, Mick
Moran’s Fb group).

THE ELEPHANT ROPE
A man was walking through an elephant camp, and he spotted the elephants weren't being
kept in cages or held by the use of a chain.
All that was holding them back from escaping the camp, was a small piece of rope tied to one
of their legs.
The trainer explained: When they are very young and much smaller we use the same sized
rope to tie them and, at that age, it's enough to hold them. As they grow up, they are conditioned
to believe they cannot break away. They believe the rope can still hold them, so they never try to
break free.
The only reason the elephants were not breaking free and escaping from the camp was that
over time they adopted the belief that it just was not possible.
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Moral of the Story : No matter how much the world tries to hold you back, always continue
with the belief that what you want to achieve is possible.

WISDOM
Dr. David Hawkins was a psychiatrist, spiritual teacher and director of the Spiritual Research
Institute in the US. In 1994 he wrote the book "Power Versus Force."
In it, he presented “The Map of Consciousness” a chart of vibrational frequencies and their
characteristics, which he derived using applied kinesiology on thousands of people over 20
years of research.
UK Astrologer Pam Gregory has shared some of the specific characteristics from Dr.
Hawkins. You can view it here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6PbEsJGk8lI

THE GUEST HOUSE
This being human is a guest house.
Every morning a new arrival.
A joy, a depression, a meanness, some momentary awareness comes
as an unexpected visitor.
Welcome and entertain them all!
Even if they are a crowd of sorrows, who violently sweep your house
empty of its furniture, still, treat each guest honorably.
He may be clearing you out for some new delight.
The dark thought, the shame, the malice.
Meet them at the door laughing and invite them in.
Be grateful for whatever comes.
Because each has been sent as a guide from beyond.

§ Rumi – a 13th century Persian Poet
Above details from Nick Polizzi
Host of Proven: Healing Breakthroughs Backed By Science & Founder of The Sacred Science
https://www.thesacredscience.com/

FOR STILLNESS & PEACE
Shared with kind permission from the Tucson Dowsers’ December 2021 Newsletter.

This is a special gift from US healer, Joachim Wippich. While dowsing to investigate letters of
the alphabet, he found that the Capital Letter J is the most appropriate to help in creating more
stillness and peace.
You can create your own sphere with a J (the J needs to have the cap on it) and use the
intention of Stillness and Peace. The Tucson Dowsers used Christmas decorations and gave
those as gifts. As the festive season has since ended, you could just borrow the approach,
drawing a J on the back of a smiley ball (or similar) and use superglue to stick it to a piece of
white card to hold it firmly in place.
[
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RAYMON GRACE DOWNLOADS
While we still have a great range of items available in the DSV Shop, due to various
government covid restrictions, no one is able to access them at the building at this time.
In the meantime, if you are looking for some of Raymon Grace’s products, you can now
download some DVDs and books directly online.
Change the Energy… Change Your Life DVD is available for USD28 here:
https://www.raymongrace.us/store/p20/Change_The_Energy-Change_Your_Life__DVD_DOWNLOAD.html#/

The Energizing Water DVD USD28 at this link
https://www.raymongrace.us/store/p25/Energizing_Water_-_DVD_DOWNLOAD.html#/
Seasons of April book download USD15
https://www.raymongrace.us/store/p19/Seasons_of_April_-_Book_DOWNLOAD.html#/
Techniques That Work For Me book download USD15
https://www.raymongrace.us/store/p17/Gift_Card.html#/

This is an EXTRACT from the September 2021 DSV Newsletter. By becoming a
DSV member, you’ll receive six full copies a year. Download a Membership form
on the Home Page of this site.

The next DSV 2022 meetings :
Sunday 13 February, 27 March and 29 May (others TBA)
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